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Originally born in Algeria, Yves Saint Laurent moved to Paris when he was 18, and only three
years later he was handpicked by Christian Dior to take the reins as designer of his fashion
house. Over time, Saint Laurent resurrected haute couture from the casual mores that
predominated in the 1960s, but also offered chic cachet to ready-to-wear clothing. He was
among the earliest of designers to incorporate non-European references into his work, and in
1983 he became the first living designer to be feted with a solo exhibition at The Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York. Vogue on Yves Saint Laurent is a stellar volume in the series from
the editors of British Vogue, featuring 20,000 words of original biography and history and
studded with more than 80 images from their unique archive of images taken by leading
photographers.



Model Carrie Nygren in Rive Gauche’s black double-breasted jacket and mid-calf skirt with long-
sleeved white blouse; styled by Grace Coddington, photographed by Guy Bourdin, 1975.Linda
Evangelista wears an ostrich-feathered couture slip dress inspired by Saint Laurent’s favourite
dancer, Zizi Jeanmaire. Photograph by Patrick Demarchelier, 1987.At home in Marrakech, Yves
Saint Laurent models his new ready-to-wear line, Rive Gauche Pour Homme. Photograph by
Patrick Lichfield, 1969.DIOR’S DAUPHINFASHION’S NEW GENIUSA STYLE
REVOLUTIONTHE HOUSE THAT YVES AND PIERRE BUILTA GIANT OF COUTUREIndex of
Searchable TermsReferencesPicture creditsAcknowledgments“CHRISTIAN DIOR TAUGHT
METHE ESSENTIAL NOBILITY OF ACOUTURIER’S CRAFT.”YVES SAINT LAURENTDIOR’S
DAUPHINIn fashion history, Yves Saint Laurent remains the most influential designer of the latter
half of the twentieth century. Not only did he modernize women’s closets—most importantly
introducing pants as essentials—but his extraordinary eye and technique allowed every shape
and size to wear his clothes. “My job is to work for women,” he said. “Not only mannequins,
beautiful women, or rich women. But all women.” True, he dressed the swans, as Truman Capote
called the rarefied group of glamorous socialites such as Marella Agnelli and Nan Kempner, and
the stars, such as Lauren Bacall and Catherine Deneuve, but he also gave tremendous
happiness to his unknown clients across the world. Whatever the occasion, there was always a
sense of being able to “count on Yves.” It was small wonder that British Vogue often called him
“The Saint” because in his 40-year career women felt protected and almost blessed wearing his
designs.Although the Paris-based couturier wished that he had invented denim jeans—
describing them as “the most spectacular, the most practical, the most relaxed, and nonchalant,”
to Vogue’s Gerry Dryansky—he was behind such well-cut staples as the pea coat, the safari
jacket, the trench coat, the pant suit, Le Smoking (the female tuxedo), and the introduction of
black tights as the chic alternative to pale hosiery. Following in the footsteps of Coco Chanel,
Saint Laurent was inspired by black, yet he was a superb colorist who with his bold choice of
fabric knew how to brighten an outfit and flatter the complexion.As a demonstration of Vogue’s
attention to promising fashion talent, Saint Laurent had strong links with the magazine from the
very start of his career and throughout. It was via Vogue’s Michel de Brunhoff that he met
Christian Dior, his first and only boss. It was through the enthusiasm of Vogue’s Diana Vreeland
that the American public became instantly sold on Rive Gauche, Saint Laurent’s ready-to-wear
line. Meanwhile, Helmut Newton’s iconic Smoking portrait taken in 1975 and other memorable
images by the likes of Richard Avedon, David Bailey, Guy Bourdin, and Irving Penn were first
viewed within the pages of Vogue.Helmut Newton said Saint Laurent inspired his “best fashion
photos.” His mythic portrait of Vibeke Knudsen wearing Le Smoking on the rue Abriot appeared
in Vogue Paris in 1975. The pairing of tailored pant suit and soft blouse typified Saint Laurent’s
masculine-feminine ambiguity.Naomi Campbell, a frequent Saint Laurent model, photographed
by Patrick Demarchelier in 1987 as a haute-couture-clad showgirl—a favorite nighttime look of
the couturier’s.Rive Gauche shirt, sunglasses, and jewelry, are exotically displayed on Marie
Helvin, another Saint Laurent favorite, photographed by David Bailey in 1975.“A GOOD MODEL



CAN ADVANCE FASHION BY TEN YEARS.”YVES SAINT LAURENTCarla Bruni photographed
by Dewey Nicks in 1994, wearing Saint Laurent’s short couture silk faille evening dress,
highlighted with jewelry designed by Loulou de la Falaise.Lucienne Saint Laurent, photographed
for British Vogue by Willy Rizzo in 1960 with “the irrepressibly pleased expression of someone
whose son has just pulled off an immensely successful coup.” To set off her dramatic coloring,
she was wearing a turquoise cardigan suit, from Saint Laurent’s couture collection for Christian
Dior.Saint Laurent epitomised the expression “highly strung.” Pierre Bergé, his business partner
and one-time lover, described him as being “born with a nervous breakdown.” Still, whatever his
mood—“I am a persistent depressive,” he told British Vogue’s Lesley White—or mental state,
Saint Laurent never lost his adoring fashion audience. The interest in his personal welfare never
faded. Though viewed as “the king of couture” and one of the “great talents,” Saint Laurent was
seen as human, and he touched people by his vulnerability—no doubt because he seemed
authentic, and had always dared to be different and romantic. His declaration that “for a woman
to look beautiful all she needs is to be in the arms of the man she loves” demonstrated this. A
poetic thought, it suggested that he cared about women beyond clothes: Yves le Séducteur—the
designer who both seduced with his perfect proportions and with his person.From an early age,
adoring females surrounded the designer. Born on August 1st, 1936 in Oran, Algeria, Yves Henri
Donat Mathieu-Saint-Laurent was the apple of his mother Lucienne’s eye. Cherubic, with large
blue eyes and wide, smiling mouth, he displayed none of the anguish that would later cloud his
features. He was a happy and cherished petit prince. Two younger sisters—Michèle and Brigitte
—were to follow. “I love my daughters, of course,” Lucienne told Vogue’s Dryansky, “but for Yves,
there’s always been something very strong and very special.”‘Women are intrinsically
mysterious, veiled, enigmatic.’YVES SAINT LAURENTIllustrating Saint Laurent’s sensual way
with fur, Nancy Donahue sports Rive Gauche’s suede coat, lined in squirrel with silver fox collar.
Photograph by Eric Boman, 1980Cindy Crawford wears Rive Gauche’s one-sleeve silk top with
tulip sarong, an example of Saint Laurent’s fondness for an asymmetrical style. Photograph by
Patrick Demarchelier, 1987.The Saint Laurent family led a privileged existence. “There were
many lovely dinner parties at our comfortable house in town,” he wrote, “and I can still see my
mother, about to leave for a ball, come to kiss me goodnight, wearing a long dress of white tulle
with pear-shaped white sequins.” His father, who owned an insurance business as well as being
involved in the occasional movie production, was descended from distinguished public servants
who had fled Alsace, France, when the Germans took it as war booty in 1870. “One of my
ancestors wrote the marriage contract between Napoleon and Josephine and was made a
baron for it,” Saint Laurent revealed. His mother’s background was more complicated. Her
parents—a Belgian engineer and his Spanish wife—had handed her over to an Aunt Renée, the
wife of an affluent architect, living in Oran. No expense had been spared for Lucienne, referred
to as la gata (the cat) owing to her sparkling green eyes, which were enhanced by her copper-
colored hair. An early poster girl for her son’s designs, there was nothing remotely provincial
about her appearance, but there again, Oran, then part of the French Empire, was one of the



largest ports on the Mediterranean. “Our world then was Oran, not Paris,” wrote Saint Laurent.
“Oran, a cosmopolis of trading people from all over … a town glittering in a patchwork of all
colors under the sedate North African sun.”“The intense melting pot of lives I knew in Oran …
marked me,” he told Vogue’s Joan Juliet Buck. He recalled the warships and all the wartime
uniforms. “People tried to have some glamour in their lives because they were close to death,” he
continued. He had an extraordinary artistic talent, evident from the age of three, which his
mother encouraged. He enchanted his two sisters, amusing Brigitte with his witty caricatures of
Oran’s church-going public, and arranging “no adults allowed” couture fashion shows. Aware of
his precocious talent, Saint Laurent was keen for acclaim. As he later confessed, “I had just
blown out the candles for my ninth birthday cake when, with a second gulp of breath, I hurled my
secret across a table surrounded by my loving relatives: ‘My name will be written in fiery letters
on the Champs-Elysées.’”His home life was imaginative and fun, but his school days, spent at
the Collège du Sacré-Coeur, the Jesuit Catholic boarding school, were unmitigated hell.
Extremely thin and fey-looking, an appearance emphasized by the tight jackets and ties that he
chose to wear, Yves became the target for the macho boys in his class. “I wasn’t like the other
boys. I didn’t conform. No doubt it was my homosexuality,” he told Le Figaro, the French
newspaper, in 1991. “And so they made me into their whipping boy. They beat me up and locked
me in the toilets … As they bullied me, I would say to myself over and over again, ‘One day, you’ll
be famous.’”Saint Laurent never told his family about the daily attacks. Still, the very idea of them
made him violently sick, every morning. Fortunately his keenness to create clothes for his mother
—her dressmaker began to use his sketches—as well as his love of the movie theater and
theater would outweigh the horror of his schooldays. A touring production of Molière’s play
L’Ecole des Femmes, directed by the actor Louis Jouvet with sets by Christian Bérard, led to
Saint Laurent’s viewing theatrical design as a professional option. Suddenly, all the 12-year-old
could talk about was theater. His parents let him use an empty room for productions that he
wrote, staged, and cast using his sisters and cousins as actors.Passion for the stage did not
stop the 17-year-old Saint Laurent entering the International Wool Secretariat fashion
competition. It led to his winning third prize and going with his mother to Paris in the fall of 1953.
Thanks to his father’s contacts, he met Michel de Brunhoff, the celebrated editor of Vogue Paris.
Noted for his relationships with designers like Elsa Schiaparelli and Christian Dior, de Brunhoff
was in a position to help Saint Laurent in the fashion world. The young man’s mix of creative
authority and extreme fragility tended to induce assistance. Indeed, Vogue’s de Brunhoff was the
first in a long line of influential people who were supportive of Saint Laurent.“I came to Paris
determined to burst out on the world, one way or another.”YVES SAINT LAURENTDe Brunhoff
was insistent that his young protégé finish his baccalaureate exams. Saint Laurent followed his
advice, and also entered the 1954 International Wool Secretariat competition that boasted 6,000
entrants. His black cocktail dress complete with a veil worn over the face won first prize, while a
certain Karl Lagerfeld won best jacket category. A photograph captures the event. Fanciful as
Saint Laurent appeared—“elegance is a dress too dazzling to wear twice,” he had said when



presenting his dress—he actually possessed tremendous self-worth backed up by an eerie
instinct. The year before, he and his mother had been admiring the fashion finery along Paris’s
avenue Montaigne when Saint Laurent had suddenly looked up at Christian Dior’s headquarters
and announced, “Maman, it won’t be long until I’m working in there.”To improve his couture
technique, de Brunhoff encouraged Saint Laurent to attend Paris’s best fashion school, the
Ecole de la Chambre Syndicale de la Couture Parisienne. However, three months on, the 18-
year-old was bored by the experience, no doubt because he was both professionally focused
and had already learned so much from his mother’s dressmaker. Concerned by his son’s general
apathy, Charles Mathieu-Saint-Laurent recontacted de Brunhoff, and Saint Laurent returned to
the Vogue Paris offices and stunned de Brunoff and Edmonde Charles-Roux, the magazine’s
new Editor-in-Chief, with his latest batch of sketches. They strongly resembled Christian Dior’s
new A-Line designs, a collection that was still under wraps. Frantic calls were made to Monsieur
Dior who, after meeting Saint Laurent, hired him on the spot. “Working with Christian Dior was,
for me, the achievement of a miracle,” Saint Laurent told Dryansky. “I had endless admiration for
him.”“I was torn between the theater and fashion. It was my meeting with Christian Dior that
guided me toward fashion.”YVES SAINT LAURENTThe 18-year-old Yves Mathieu-Saint-Laurent
wins first prize in the dress category of the International Wool Secretariat, December 1954. This
cocktail dress, chosen from an entry of 6,000 anonymous sketches, indicates his instinct for
balance. Since it closed with buttons on the right, the shoulder was left bare.
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Ashley, “Love. Good quality”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Perfect!!!!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Four Stars. Good book.”

Cyndy, “Five Stars. Enjoyed.”

ReviewMonkey, “... book in the same series I was a little disappointed to find that I didn't find this
author's style .... After reading the Chanel book in the same series I was a little disappointed to
find that I didn't find this author's style quite so easy to digest. As every book in the series is
penned by a different writer obviously you're going to get variations in style. However, it felt like
Cavassoni was only interested in basically detailing a list of facts about Saint Laurent's life and
not actually focusing that much on the fashion aspect. Whilst I did read the book and learnt a lot
from it, I felt the way it was presented could have been a bit more fluent. Having said that, the
photographs, descriptions and the level of detail is up to its usual high standards.”

Mrs. A. MULLINS, “Excellent Collection of Fashion designs. Fantastic Fashion collection from the
famous designers what they have done for the people who are interested in fashion and wear.”

Maria Fialho, “Beautiful book. It's a beautiful book and arrive within the time schedule.”

amanda, “fab. fab”

Alessandra, “Un bel libro da collezione. Si tratta di un bel libro, le dimensioni non sono quelle del
classico coffee table book, infatti è un libro di dimensioni modeste. Molto carino, ben fatto, belle
immagini e bella storia della moda dentro. Sicuramente è bello da aggiungere ad altri libri della
stessa collana. L'ho regalato ed è stato apprezzatissimo. Consegna come sempre ottima con
Amazon prime”

The book by Natasha Fraser-Cavassoni has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 55 people have provided
feedback.
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